Interprocedural data ow information is useful for many software testing and analysis techniques, including data ow testing, regression testing, program slicing and impact analysis. For programs with aliases, these testing and analysis techniques can yield invalid results, unless the data ow information accounts for aliasing effects. Recent research provides algorithms for performing interprocedural data ow analysis in the presence of aliases; however, these algorithms are expensive, and achieve precise results only on complete programs. This paper presents an algorithm for performing alias analysis on incomplete programs, that lets individual software components such as library routines, subroutines, or subsystems be independently analyzed. The paper also presents an algorithm for reusing the results of this separate analysis when linking the individual software components with calling modules. The primary advantage of our algorithms is that they let us analyze frequently used software components, such as library routines or classes, independently, and reuse the results of that analysis when analyzing calling programs, without incurring the expense of completely reanalyzing each calling program.
Introduction
Many software testing and analysis techniques, including data ow testing, regression testing, program slicing and impact analysis, require interprocedural data ow information. These techniques can be ine ective unless the data ow information accounts for the e ects of aliases 1 caused by reference parameters and pointer variables. Some techniques for interprocedural analysis 3] represent all invocation paths in the program, causing them to be potentially exponential in time and space. Other techniques 1, 2, 6, 7] use some type of summary information to avoid potential exponential growth, but with some loss of precision. However, all of these techniques require a complete program on which to perform the analysis, which for large systems may be prohibitive in both time and space.
Software engineering practices encourage modular development of software, in which individual software components are separately compiled and later linked with other components. A similar process, wherein a software component is analyzed separately and later linked with other components, provides savings in time and space. Separate analysis saves time by eliminating the need to reanalyze the component in each of its calling contexts; separate analysis saves space by reducing the amount of memory required to perform the analyses. To provide such savings, a separate analysis technique must compute as much information as possible about a software component, and store it for later use. The technique must provide a linking procedure, that reuses previously computed results when a piece of software that incorporates the component is analyzed.
This paper presents a technique for separate analysis of modules, addressed at the interprocedural may alias problem. By module, we mean a single procedure, or a group of interacting procedures that has a single entry point. By interprocedural may alias problem, we mean the problem of determining the set of all N; (a; b)] in a program P, where N is a statement, and a and b are names in P, such that there exists a realizable path 2 from the entry of P to the point following The primary advantage of our algorithms is that they let us analyze frequently used software modules, such as library routines or classes, independently, and reuse the results of that analysis when analyzing calling programs, without incurring the expense of completely reanalyzing each calling program. With this approach, the cost of interprocedural may alias analysis for a module can be amortized over all programs that use the module. Furthermore, our algorithms enable incremental analysis of large systems instead of requiring the analysis to be performed on a complete program.
In the next section, we overview the algorithm on which our technique is based. In Section 3, we present our separate analysis and linking algorithms. Section 4 presents our conclusions and discusses future work.
Interprocedural May Alias Analysis
Landi and Ryder 4, 5, 6] present an algorithm for computing interprocedural may alias information for complete programs, in the presence of reference parameters and single level pointers. ComputeMayAlias, shown in Figure 1 , is a version of their algorithm.
ComputeMayAlias inputs a program P and outputs a set, MayAlias To compute interprocedural may alias information for P, ComputeMayAlias constructs G, an interprocedural control ow graph (ICFG) for P. An ICFG contains control ow graphs for each procedure in P; a control ow graph consists of a node for each statement in the procedure and edges that represent ow of control between statements. Control ow graphs are augmented with entry and exit nodes. Call sites in P are rendered as call and return nodes. Call nodes are connected to entry nodes of called procedures, and exit nodes are connected to return nodes of calling procedures. Figure 2 shows a program and its ICFG.
After building G, ComputeMayAlias considers each node N 4 in G, to identify conditional may aliases introduced in P. If N is an assignment to a pointer, then N creates an alias pair regardless of aliases that hold prior to N; the condition, or assumed alias, responsible for such an alias pair is . For example, in Figure 2 , statement M2 is an alias introduction site in which the address of z is assigned to s. 3 Although multiple alias pairs may hold on entry to a procedure, Landi and Ryder 6] show that their algorithm computes correct may alias information using either or one of the members of AA. 4 We use N to refer to both a node in G and the program statement that the node represents. At any other type of statement, the conditional may aliases that hold before the statement is executed also hold after the statement is executed, since alias information just \ ows through" these statements. Thus, ComputeMayAlias just propagates conditional may aliases through such statements.
Finally, when multiple conditional may aliases exist at some program point, these aliases may combine to induce further aliases. Landi and Ryder show that the cost of precisely calculating aliases created in this fashion is prohibitive; however, they show that their algorithm computes safe, conservative results with respect to these aliases. We postpone further discussion of this issue and of their method of handling it until Section 3.3.
To compute may aliases ComputeMayAlias converts each (N; AA); PA] in CondMayAlias to N; PA], and adds it to MayAlias. Table 3 shows the complete may alias solution for the program of Figure 2 . it analyzes M under the assumption that all possible aliases reach the call to M, and tracks the e ects of these aliases. When AnalyzeApplication analyzes an application program P that uses M, it uses the may alias link information for M instead of completely reanalyzing M, to obtain may alias information for P. ComputeMayAlias, propagates conditional may alias information throughout the module using a graph, and calculates may alias information from the conditional may aliases. The algorithms di er, however, in two signi cant ways. First, when analyzing a module, ComputeMayAlias-Module induces conditional may aliases at the entry to the module and propagates them, to track the e ects of external alias information on the may alias solution for the module. Second, ComputeMayAlias-Module creates and outputs may alias link information that facilitates reuse of module-speci c alias information when the module is analyzed in the context of a calling program.
Computing link information for separately analyzed modules
To enable ComputeMayAlias-Module to track the e ects of external aliases that reach a call to a module M, we use inducement conditions. An inducement condition is a may alias (a; b) that can reach a call to M. By augmenting the conditional may alias information used by ComputeMayAlias with inducement conditions, we can distinguish two classes of aliases; those whose existence depends on may aliases reaching a call to M, and those whose existence does not depend on external may aliases. The distinction is spelled out more precisely as follows: (1) Compute the PASet for module M Given a module M, separate analysis computes analysis information for M without knowledge of a calling environment; however, the e ects of calling environments must be accounted for in the analysis. For the may alias problem, separate analysis computes alias pairs;
the potential e ects on M of aliases introduced by a calling environment must be considered. We refer to the foreach N in G do 6] if N is an assignment to a pointer or a Figure 5 , the algorithm adds ( q; NV ), ( x; NV ) and ( r; NV ) to PASet.
To account for alias pairs of the form (global, nonaccessed), ComputeMayAlias-Module uses a method that is analogous to that used for nonvisibles: the algorithm summarizes all such alias pairs using a placeholder, NA, and creates alias pairs of the form (v; NA) for each parameter or global variable v accessed in M.
Thus, for the module of Figure 5 , the algorithm adds ( q; NA), ( x; NA) and ( r; NA) to PASet.
The necessity to distinguish nonaccessed from nonvisible variables bears further discussion. Since Landi and Ryder's approach handles only complete programs, all variables in a program being analyzed are known to their algorithm, and all variables in the program that can be accessed in each procedure are known.
In contrast, if we analyze a partial program independently of calling modules, there may be variables in particular calling contexts that are visible in the partial program, such as variables global to the calling program, that do not appear in the partial program. During analysis of this partial program, we are unaware of the existence of these variables. Where aliases involving a nonvisible variable v are concerned, a procedure P can create and destroy aliases of v that hold outside of P. However, P cannot a ect aliases involving v that hold inside of P. In contrast, where aliases in- Table 4 . Next, ComputeMayAlias-Module computes conditional may alias introductions at pointer assignment and call nodes, using the same rules used by ComputeMayAlias. However, all of these conditional may aliases have null inducement conditions, since their existence does not depend upon particular aliases reaching a call to M. Table 5 .
MayAlias-LinkInfo is the may alias information required to incorporate module analysis results
of M into the analysis of an applications program.
We require knowledge of both induced and noninduced may aliases, including inducement conditions for the latter. The MayAlias-LinkInfo output by
ComputeMayAlias-Module for the example program is the same as that contained in Table 6 .
Analyzing applications using separate analysis results
When ComputeMayAlias-Module is used to analyze modules, we can incorporate the results of that analysis into the analysis of applications programs that call those modules using algorithm AnalyzeApplication. AnalyzeApplication, shown in Figure 6 , takes an applications program P, and returns MayAlias, the set of may aliases for P.
Construct the ICFG for program P
The algorithm rst constructs an ICFG for P, using reduced ICFGs that were previously computed by ComputeMayAlias-Module wherever possible. Figure  7 depicts the ICFG that AnalyzeApplication builds for an example program that calls previously analyzed module C (initially presented in Figure 5 ). We refer to this example throughout this section.
Compute conditional may alias introductions for program P After computing the ICFG AnalyzeApplication proceeds like ComputeMayAlias, introducing conditional may aliases, propagating those conditional may aliases, and using the results of that propagation to calculate may alias information for the program. However, the procedures for performing these tasks are modi ed to make use of the results of the separate analyses of called modules.
When AnalyzeApplication introduces conditional may aliases, it also introduces conditional may aliases attached to the exit nodes of separately analyzed modules; these are contained in CondMayAliasLinkInfo. For example, for the program of Figure 7 , the algorithm introduces conditional may alias (C7; ( r; x)); ( r; x)]. By introducing conditional may aliases at exit nodes, AnalyzeApplication ensures that may aliases that reach across or out of the called module are accounted for during the analysis of the application. Note that it is not necessary to carry inducement conditions along with conditional may aliases introduced, by this step, at exit nodes; these conditional may aliases are only used at line 14 of AnalyzeApplication, to determine, using Landi and Ryder's rules for propagation of conditional may aliases at exit sites, which conditional may aliases reach return nodes. However, the conditional may aliases at exit nodes found in CondMayAlias-LinkInfo serve a second purpose later, in line 23 of AnalyzeApplication, for which inducement conditions are necessary. The algorithm performs other may alias introductions in the same manner as ComputeMayAlias. The result of the conditional may alias introduction step for the example program is shown in Table 7 . Compute conditional may alias information for program P When AnalyzeApplication propagates conditional may aliases, it follows the same procedures as ComputeMayAlias at all nodes other than entry nodes. AnalyzeApplication does not add conditional may aliases that propagate through entry nodes to Worklist; propagation of these conditional may aliases has already been completed during separate analysis of the module entered through that node. The result of the conditional may alias propagation step for the example program is depicted in Table 8 . ; ( p; r)], it notes that (C1; ( r; x)); ( r; x)] holds, and thus adds C6; ( p; r)] to MayAlias. Table 9 gives the nal MayAlias set computed by
AnalyzeApplication for the program of Figure 7 .
Aliases introduced by multiple conditions
During may alias analysis, aliases may be introduced by the existence of multiple conditional may aliases at some program point; we call these aliases aliases introduced by multiple conditions. For example, consider module P of Figure 5 , and suppose that both ( r; x) and ( q; r) reach the call to P, and subsequently q1, in some applications program A; in this case, when ComputeMayAlias analyzes A, it computes conditional may aliases (q1; ( a; r)); ( a; r)] and (q1; ( q; r)); ( q; r)] at q1. These two conditional may aliases cause alias ( a; q) to exist at q1, Figure 5 , it generates conditional may aliases (q1; ( a; r)) ( r; x) ; ( a; r)] and (q1; ( q; r)) ( q; r) ; ( q; r)]. In applications programs where both ( r; x) and ( q; r) hold on entry to P, ( a; q) holds at q1; however, if either of ( r; x) and ( q; r) does not hold on entry to P, ( a; q) does not hold at q1. If ComputeMayAlias-Module either creates, or does not create, link information listing ( a; q), there will be applications programs for which this link information is incorrect. Thus, aliases introduced by multiple conditions require special handling.
ComputeMayAlias-Module rst calculates aliases introduced by multiple conditions that are triggered by pairs of conditional may aliases in which neither conditional may alias is induced, or in which inducement conditions are identical; these conditional may aliases do not present a problem. However, there may be additional pairs of conditional may aliases introduced by multiple conditions in particular calling contexts that depend upon induced conditional may aliases. Our technique provides three levels of precision with respect to these aliases: underestimate, overestimate and precise. In our presentation in Section 3.1 we used the underestimate level.
In applications where an underestimate of aliases introduced by multiple conditions is su cient, ComputeAliasInfo-Module simply does not introduce any such aliases. For example, when analyzing the module of Figure 5 , ComputeAliasInfo-Module nds at q1 both (q1; ( a; r)) ( r; x) ; ( a; r)] and (q1; ( q; r)) ( q; r) ; ( q; r)], but the algorithm does Figure 7 . not introduce either (q1; ( a; r)) ( r; x) ; ( a; q)] or (q1; ( q; r)) ( q; r) ; ( a; q)]. In this case, in calling contexts where inducement conditions ( r; x) and ( q; r) are both true, the underestimate misses alias pair ( a; q), and the may alias set computed by our technique is a subset of the set of may aliases computed by ComputeMayAlias. Thus, the underestimate approach may be unsafe.
If a safe set of conditional may aliases is required, but imprecise results are acceptable, ComputeMayAlias-Module overestimates the set of conditional may aliases introduced by multiple conditions, by calculating all conditional may aliases that occur due to the existence of pairs of induced conditional may aliases in M, and adding them to Worklist and CondMayAlias{Module. In the example, in this case, ComputeMayAlias-Module introduces two new conditional may aliases: (q1; ( a; r)) ( r; x) ; ( a; q)] and (q1; ( q; r)) ( q; r) ; ( a; q)]. In this case, in a calling context in which ( r; x) and ( q; r) do not both hold on entry to P, spurious may aliases will be identi ed.
Thus, the overestimate approach may yield results that are less precise than ComputeMayAlias. To obtain sets of conditional may aliases and may aliases that are identical to those computed by ComputeMayAlias 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a technique that permits separate analysis of a module M, and supports reuse of analysis information when analyzing a program that calls M. We described our algorithms for the interprocedural may alias problem, for languages with reference parameters and single level pointers. However, our technique can be applied to the separate computation of other interprocedural analysis information such as reaching de nitions. The main bene t of our approach is that it amortizes the cost of module analysis over all programs that use the module, and individually analyzes program modules, facilitating computation of may alias information for larger systems.
We presented versions of our separate analysis algorithm for modules that were analyzed and then linked with complete programs. However, our technique can be used for modules that are analyzed and then linked with other modules, enabling incremental analysis of a large system. Consider the case where module P in Figure 5 is called by another module R that is not the main program. To provide separate analysis of R, we use a hybrid algorithm that includes some actions from ComputeMayAlias-Module and some actions from AnalyzeApplication; we call this algorithm ComputeMayAlias-Hybrid.
ComputeMayAlias-Hybrid constructs the ICFG for R by making use of the ICFG-Module and may alias link information for P. The algorithm constructs the PASet for R by considering potential alias pairs that can reach the entry to R. Like ComputeMayAlias-Module, the algorithm creates conditional may alias introductions at appropriate nodes; moreover, like AnalyzeApplication, the algorithm introduces conditional may aliases at the exit node of the ICFG-Module for P. We are implementing several tools for experimentation and future research. The rst tool is a prototype implementation of our separate analysis and link algorithms. With this prototype, we will experiment with the practicality of our approach, and determine situations in which each of the three levels of precision is applicable. The second tool will let us compute the size of a module's PASet. Our initial experiments, performed manually, indicate that for well designed modules with few global variables, such as C ++ classes, PASet size is manageable since relatively few alias pairs exist in a calling environment that can a ect aliases in these modules. We will use our experiments to develop metrics that will guide both the selection of appropriate algorithms for interprocedural analysis and the design of modules that are amenable to separate analysis.
